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Big Earthquake Disaster  

in East Japan By 3-B Minori Tamakake 

holds out to revival!  We should continue support in the long run. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Big E-quake Attacks East Japan 
    By Tamakake Minori 3-B 

On March 11, we had an extremely strong earthquake.  The hypocenter was off 

Sendai.  The main shock registered 9.0 on the Richter scale.  It was the biggest 

earthquake in Japanese history.  Maximum seismic intensity was 7 in Kurihara city. 

About 14,000 have been found dead, and about another 14,000 are still missing.  

Though almost 50 days have passed, we still have many earthquakes.   

In some areas, there are still water cutoff and power failure.  Also, the nuclear 

power plant disaster occurred in Fukushima.  People living within a 20-kilometer 

radius have sought refuge in a neighboring city. 

However, Japan is determined to revive!  We should continue long-term support. 

Good at Heart 
By Sato Ayane 3-B 

I would love to show you some heart-warming 
episodes of  the earthquake. 
[At an evacuation site] 
Old man: What will happen? What should I do? What 
about our future? 
High School Boy: Don’t worry. We’ll absolutely 
charge back. (Rubbing the old man’s shoulder.) 
 --- Boy, there’s a bright future! 
 
Mom: The earthquake may come again. 
Grandfather: No problem, it won’t. 
Mom: Why? 
Grandfather: I declined ^^♪ ---What!? Grandpa! 
 
[A young couple’s conversation on a train] 
Boy: Hey, Mai, why is your hair straight today? I told 
you I prefer curly hair… 
Girl: I know! But not using my curling iron is the only 
thing I can do to save electricity! ---Mai-chan, great! 
 
Afghanistan gave us big support, saying, “Japan 
supported our resuscitation. This is our repayment.” 
 
Justin Bieber: $1 million, Lady Gaga $16 
million…and many other big artists support us 
through the power of music. 
 
2-year-old son put on his shoes and was about to go 
out, saying, “I’ll arrest the earthquake!” His great 
courage and sense of justice within his small body 
gave us power. 
 
We have lost many precious lives.  However, 
since the earthquake, it seems that we have 
been getting back the Japanese pride which 
we were starting to lose. Let’s not lose hope!  
Let’s not lose pride!  We can obtain 
wonderful future. 

Support from Foreign Countries 
By Higashi Kiko 3-B, Kobayashi Manami 3-B, Ogasawara Nana 3-B 

Many countries have given us a lot of support since the earthquake disaster. 

3.11 

The Voices from Abroad 
By Oshita Monami 3-B 

After the huge earthquake, we got many 
encouraging messages and relief from all over the 
world. I’ll introduce some of those.(Quotes from 
Twitter) 
◆Paris Hilton: The images on the news are 
breaking my heart. I am so worried for everyone in 
Japan. My thoughts are with you, Japan. 
◆Taylor Swift: I’m sending my thoughts and 
prayers and love to those in Japan who are hurt. 

◆Ne-Yo: GOD BLESS JAPAN. My prayers go out 
to the people of Japan hit by that terrible 
earthquake and tsunami. 
◆Mariah Carey: All my love & prayers go out ot 
everyone in Japan. Our thoughts are with you as 
you recover from this tragic situation. God bless 
you!  Aishitemasu! 
◆Justin Bieber: Japan is one of my favorite places 
on earth…it’s an incredible culture with amazing 
people. We all need to help them. 

◆Britney Spears: So tragic. My heart is breaking 
for Japan. 
….. and many more others….. 
As above, many people are giving words of cheer 
for Japan from all parts of the world. There is 
something we can do, so everyone, let’s do our 
best. I hope that we will get back our everyday 
tranquility. Come on, let’s pray with a smile!  
Fortune comes in by a merry gate. 

Prior Measures to Earthquake   by Kana Shonai  3B 

We don’t know when we will be hit by a large earthquake, so I will introduce some prior measures 
for it. 
 

◆Prepare food for three days at least.  We have to survive by ourselves until help comes. So, 
we should prepare food and water for several days.  There should be a blanket, a flashlight, etc. 

◆Confirm a place of refuge.  Let’s confirm a place of refuge and evacuation routes and a 
means of communication in families. 

◆Prevent furniture toppling.  You should fix furniture with metal fittings and chains. To put a 
vase on high place is dangerous. 

◆Pay attention to the neighbor elderly. The elderly people cannot take refuge quickly. And it 
is difficult for them to get information because most of them do not have PCs or cell phones. 
 
When a disaster happens, important things are to protect yourselves and to help each other with 
other people.  Please take enough measures and take calm actions. 

 

<America> 
  America is supporting Japan with great 
power, for which we should be grateful. 
 …President Obama’s words: “ We will do all 
necessary support. We believe in Japan’s 
success and reconstruction!” 
 …A lot of support: A nuclear aircraft carrier, 

Ronald Reagan, carried a lot of support 
supplies, and a flagship Blue Ridge carried 
supplies, too. 

 …In Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, President Obama 
gave a speech calling for support for Japan. 
 …International school students in 
Washington made one thousand paper  
cranes on a string. 

<Africa> 
   Africa sent to Japan “Rescue South 
Africa,” which consists of a team of fifty 
rescue members and some rescue dogs. 

<The United Nations> 
   They announced “Preparation for the 
dispatch of international rescue team to the 
stricken area,” and 30 teams were set off. 

<Asia> 
   China, Taiwan, Cambodia, Vietnam, 
Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, and many other 
Middle Eastern countries collect 
contributions.  In addition, a lot of countries 
assist by dispatch of not only the 
contribution but also the medical teams. 

 

<Europe> 
   Russia, the UK, Germany, France, 
Switzerland, and many other EU nations 
dispatched search rescue teams and rescue 
dogs in the stricken areas.  In addition, a lot 
of countries such as Belgium, Hungary, and 
Slovakia proposed support. 
 

<Oceania> 
   Australia: The rescue team which 
consisted of seventy-two people and some 
dogs came to Miyagi Prefecture. 
   New Zealand:  Minister of Foreign Affairs 
McCulley said, “When we needed support, 
Japan supported us.  So, our minds are with 
Japanese people.”  NZ sent International 
Emergency support team to Japan. 
 
 These are only one part of support a lot of 
countries are giving so much power.  We 
were very impressed.  Japanese people 
should not give up!  Many people say, “Pray 
for Japan.” We have to take actions and hold 
energy with an indomitable spirit.  Let’s 
make new Japan with our hands! 
 Thank you for cheering Japan up.  We 
thank you, the whole world, from the bottom 
of our hearts.  We think the important thing 
is not to give up! 



 



 

 
 
“Mass media should be…”     ~by Tashiro Mayuko 
   Mass media took an important part in the recent earth- 
quake. After the earthquake, people searched the city for 
missing family and friends. Many people worried about 
relatives living in disaster area. So television stations 
produced video letters of sufferers, and they broadcast them 
across the country. It helped to search and gave relief to 
people A pitiful sight of tunami shocked not only Japanese 
but also people all over the world, and the movement of 
support spread quickly. Thank you for their kind heart. I  
want them to continue reporting on the disaster area until 
recovery.  
 

Trivia Fun 
By Wakamatsu Akihiro  

 

   Do you have any interest in Japanese history? 

   For those who are not so interested, here are some trivia  

fun to learn about Japanese history. 

 Did you know? 
 There were many gays in Shinsengumi. 
 Mori Ohgai studied hard about bacteria and became 

   a clean-freak. 

 Mito Mitsukuni made Japan’s first elevator. 

 The battleship, Yamato, had a lemonade factory. 

 Toyotomi Hideyoshi had six fingers on his right hand. 

 Toyotomi was called “a bald rat” by Oda Nobunaga. 

 Tokugawa Ieyasu died of colon cancer. 
 

Thank you for reading!  

 
 

Boy Meets Girl ~ Part 2 ~ 

   By Butchee 
 

This is the second time I wrote about “style of love.” 
This time, I’ll tell you about a European one. Now, pizza caught my eye, so 

let’s go to Italy!!!! 
 

Love-Love  Couples don’t want to 

  leave each other for a moment. They love  

  spending time together.  

 Love Lives Long!  On average, one couple  

  tends to go together for over 7 years. 

 Strong Approach!  If Italian finds favorite  

  girl or boy, they try again, and again, passionately. 

 Hey MomDad  It’s natural for Italian  

  teenagers to introduce their girlfriend or boyfriend  

  to family as soon as they start going out. 
   

 What do you think? Why don’t you absorb a little bit of their passion? 

 Incidentally, “I love you” in Italian is “Ti amo.” Well, see you next time! 

 Ciao!!  
 

 

  Editor’s Notes   Higashi Kiko 3-B 
 
Congratulations on entrance to Hukuoka High! 

Congratulations on promotion to a new grade! 

A new school term began. 

The Hukuoka Times wants to be active as well this year. Please watch  

it warmly  

 

My Favorite BOOKS 

~By  Ogasawara Nana  
    Hello everyone! It’s already Spring! 
     Spring is good for reading. 
     I like reading very much, so I’ll introduce some books today. 

 

 First  Author  Miyabe Miyuki 

          Title  「 ICO ～ 露の城」 
          This book is a fantasy story. I bought it recently. This story 
          took me to the fantasy world. It is very interesting. Please 
          read it by all means! 
 

 Second  Author  Takahashi Ayumu 

             Title  「いつも心に青空 青空はつながっている」 
     This book has many pictures and poems. The photographs 
          were taken by the author when he went on a trip around the  
          world. Those photographs are very beautiful so I was  
          cheered up. 
 

 Third  Author  Yoshimoto Banana 

           Title  「 High and dry （はつ恋）」 

         This story is very cute and refreshing. The cover and  
         illustrations are very cute. When you finish reading this book,  

         maybe your heart will be warm. 
 

 Fourth  Author  Uesa Mari 

            Title  「雷桜」 
         This book was made into a movie. The leading actor is Okada  
         Masaki, actress is Aoi Yuu. The story is set in the age of Edo.  
         The love story makes me have wistful feelings. 
 
To tell the truth, I have more books which I want to introduce, but that’s all 
for today. I think all of you have busy days. But reading will surely widen 
your view of the world. Please read many books and enjoy your reading 
life!  Well, see you again!  

 

 
 

Daiki’s Theater (2) 
    

       Hi! This time, I’ll tell you about The Notebook. 
 

         There was old married couple. The husband’s name was  

      Noa, and the wife’s name was Ally. They were devoted to  

      each other. However, Ally contracted Alzheimer’s disease.  

      She gradually lost memories about him. So Noa read written  

      story from a notebook. It’s about how they had spent time  

      together. He continued to read it without giving up so that 

      she could remember. This is love and sad story.  

         I would love to see this movie. I’m sure you will cry!  

 

           See you next time!           By Sato Daiki 

 
 

 

             Check out your lucky items & colors!! 

       By  Tamakake Minori  &  Shonai Kana 

  ARIES (3/21~4/19)     LIBRA (9/23~10/23) 
        tomato/orange/9            strawberry/green/6 

 TAURUS (4/20~5/20)   SCORPIO (10/24~11/21) 
       celery/dark blue/6          garlic/dark red/10 

GEMINI (5/21~6/21)    SAGITTARIUS (11/22~12/21) 
       lettuce/yellow/5             cucumber/purple/3 

 CANCER (6/22~7/22)   CAPRICORN (12/22~1/19) 
       sea tangle/white/2         cabbage/brown/8 

 LEO (7/23~8/22)       AQUARIUS (1/20~2/18) 
       plum/red/1                 pomegranate/blue/4 

VIRGO (8/23~9/22)      PISCES (2/19~3/20) 
      lemon/beige/5                raisin/silver/7 
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